
Every 1 in 68 children in the United States 
currently has autism. Although symptoms vary 
by child, three of the core symptoms of autism 
include social deficits, language impairment, 
and repetitive behavior. A large portion of 
autistic children have limited speaking skills, 
and these kids usually have repetitive behaviors 
and uneven language development. Some 
children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) 
end up never developing oral speech and 
language skills, and communicate with gestures 
instead. This is the solution. It will work to aid 
communication development in some children 
by using repetition and appealing to the senses. 

Robotic Communication Bridge for Autistic Children with Special Needs 

Introduction

Design Prototype

GOJO currently is a robot that can be communicated through. Children with autism can 
project basic needs through GOJO, with "I'm hungry", "I'm thirsty", "I need to go to the 
bathroom", or "I need a teacher" playing at the press of a button. The neopixels light up as 
encouragement, appealing to the more developed senses of both sight and hearing. While 
speech may be impaired, other senses can be heightened. The exterior design is neutral, 
expressionless, and not very humanlike, which is more comforting for the child. As 
repetitive behavior is common in children with autism. By repeating common phrases and 
encouraging them by appealing to other senses, these children may grow more 
comfortable with speaking. The act of repetition is very helpful. An example of a child 
this might help is a resistant eater. If a child is very picky about when they eat, this robot 
can be used to request food only when they really want it. Another example is people who 
remain nonverbal. One third of people with autism choose not to speak and this robot can 
replace hand gestures for them.

Results

In the future, I'd like to add different elements that 
appeal to more of the senses. In children with 
autism, repetitive language is not as affected as 
expressive language, meaning, lots of kids with 
autism can understand what they are being told, 
but have trouble replying, which impairs one of 
the two sides necessary for successful 
communication. GOJO already appeals to 
sound and sight. Adding a vibration motor or a 
similar element so that they can feel a reaction 
in turn with the spoken phrases is a good next 
step. Also, I'd like to add more buttons. Not 
overwhelmingly so, but maybe in the head, 
stomach, and heart. These can be paired with 
commands such as "I feel sick" or "I want my 
mommy" or " I'm bored." I don't want more than 
five buttons though, because it may get too 
confusing.

Future Modifications

Conclusion
Children with autism have varying symptoms, but 
most tend to have delayed speech and language 
skills, and repeat phrases over and over. Dolls are 
shown to help children with autism to develop 
emotions and learn self help, while repetition is 
shown to help retain information. Children with 
autism like toys that have cause and effect results (in 
this case, pressing a button to trigger vocal 
playback), repetitive motions (the same pressed 
button will always have the same outcome), and 
strong sensory feedback (voice, LEDs, and physical 
touch), and GOJO fits all of this criteria. 

Materials & Methods
It began with brainstorming, research, and sketching, 
After copious research on the speech patterns and 
communicative habits of children with autism, it 
seemed that a good way for GOJO to help is for 
vocal playback of basic commands, which can make 
communication easier and aid development. After 
deciding on a final design, I sketched it out onto 
cardboard and cut it out to make a template. I traced 
this template onto white felt, cut out the two halves, 
and sewed them together, leaving it open at the 
bottom. I turned the fabric inside out. I soldered four 
push button switches to PCB board and soldered 
wires to the connections. Two of the buttons were 
for the hands, and two for the feet. Then I soldered 
wires to the neopixels; two for the eyes and two for 
the hands. Inside there’s also a motor shield and 
MP4 playback module, which provides he vocal 
playback of basic commands such as “I’m hungry,” 
“I’m thirsty”, “I need to go to the bathroom,” and “I 
need a teacher.” All of the components’ wires were 
connected with zip ties. I glued the components 
down onto the interior of the robot, reversed it so 
that the exterior faced the outside, stuffed it with 
fluffy filler, and sewed the bottom shut. The final 
product of this is a functioning communication bot 
with a unique design.
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